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The depositional cyclicity of Mississippian Carbonates in the Williston Basin is well

documented.  Major Sequence Boundaries attests to near complete drainage of the basin (ie. top
of Alida Beds / Kisbey Sands interval).  Sea level drops of shorter duration also record repeated
devastating shutdowns of the Carbonate Factory with resulting exposure and erosion.

Sea level fluctuation patterns are repeated throughout the Alida, Frobisher and Midale
Bed cycles.  Repetitions include the Transgressive Surfaces of Erosion at the base of Alida
(Handsworth Pool example) and base of Lower Midale (Weyburn Pool example).  Peritidal
muddy sediments were exposed and eroded and subsequently flooded and onlapped by higher
energy sediments in both cycles.

A major Sequence Boundary separates the Lower and Upper Midale  ( Midale Vuggy-
Midale Marly) section.  This boundary preserves erosional relief in the order of 10 meters at
Weyburn Pool and the total loss of the Lower Midale section to the east at Benson Pool.

The Upper Midale section represents a Highstand Systems Tract with potential to
preserve low energy shallow aeolian-derived clay-rich and organic-rich sediments (similar to
modern Belize coastal deposits).  These sediments were prone to dolomitization resulting from
restricted circulation and fresh water mixing (Midale Marly reservoir).

Vuggy porosity distribution throughout the section further emphasizes repeated
shutdowns of the Carbonate Factory through time.  The Frobisher Beds example from Hastings
Pool demonstrates that vuggy porosity developed contemporaneously with sedimentation.  Ripup
clasts with vuggy porosity are eroded and incorporated in the overlying sediments.  The porosity
is attributed to repeated exposure and weathering in a humid climate in order to account for the
extensive porosity development.  The lateral extent of vuggy porosity development is hence
directly related to the extent of exposure of these beds.  Major Frobisher Beds Sequence
Boundaries may have more erosional topography  than previously recognized (eg. Stoughton,
Griffin, Halbrite and Huntoon informal members) and would be a logical stratigraphic
exploration target.  The State A Marker represents the Highstand  Systems Tract of the Frobisher
sequence (with potential for extensive dolomitization similar to the muds in the Upper Midale
Highstand) .

Onlap of sediments over the Transgressive Surface  of Erosion at the base  of Alida and
base of Midale is critical to understanding the reservoir characteristics of these beds (ie. their
updip lateral extent).  As well, the topographical relief on the erosional Sequence Boundaries (top
of Alida, top of  Lower Midale) is important for the influence it has on accommodation space
(and hence energy available) for the overlying sediments.
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Model for the development of vuggy porosity in response to extended subaerial exposure. The evidence 
for early porosity development is based on pebbles with vuggy porosity being reworked on flooding 
surfaces. The vuggy porosity is developed in lowstand rather than highstand systems tracts.
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Transgressive Surface of Erosion pebble lag/exposure surface at the Alida crinoidal/Alida 
restricted lagoonal contact. The surface acts as a bottomseal for trapping oil in the 
Handsworth Pool (9-21-10-7W2M, 3891 feet). 

Lake and Seifort, 2003
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